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Yes it sounds like baby getting ready, my baby is 15 weeks now but for the last couple of weeks of pregnancy I had awful
pressure and pain, my.

17 Jan 2011 . lower backache- 39 weeks - posted in Labour & Birth: I hope I am posting this . I know this is pretty common in
last few weeks of pregnancy.I have been to a physio who confirmed it's caused by the baby moving down and putting pressure
on my pelvis. . But the pain is so bad I can hardly walk and it hurts to.

3 Sep 2012 . I'm 39 weeks, and I have such bad back pain and cramping.Just like when I have my . Pregnancy massage for labor
pain See all pregnancy.

If your contractions are coming at irregular intervals and do not increase in strength, then you are probably having false labor
pains. . Pelvic pressure and discomfort is a common pregnancy symptom at 39 weeks pregnant, and it's a sign that your body is
preparing for labor.

12 Sep 2013 . Im 39 weeks pregnant have constent back pain and pelvic pain. . Labor pains will come and go. The pains you are
having are most likely related to how the baby is sitting in your uterus.
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